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hymns,) had developed no claim to precedenpe as a caste. **V7hen,"
writes Sir W. Hunter, " the Brahmans put forward their claim to the high-
est rank, the warriors or Kshatriyas were slow to admit it; and when the
Brahmans went a step further, and declared that only members of their
families could be priests, or gain admission into the priestly caste, the
flrarriors disputed their pretensions. In later ages, the Brahmans hating the
exclusive keeping of the sacred writings effaced from them, as far as possible,
all traces of the struggle. *' The term " caste'' is derived from a Portuguese
word and is only misleading when applied to conditions of life in India in
the days when Buddha preached the doctrine of the threefold noble path.
Vardhamana or Mahavira was born about 599 and died about 527 B. C
Buddha, his greater rival, lived between 557 and 477 B. C. Both were sons
of petty princes, and both commenced their mission amid the Kshatriyas, and
both laboured within very much the same geographical area. At the a,ge of
thirty Mahavira became a monk, but as he had adopted absolute nudity
as an essential practice in the saving faith, he parted from the monastic home
of his clan, and wandered through North and South Bihar. After many
years of preaching, he was at length acknowledged as Mahavira the
"Great Hero" and Jina "the spiritual conqueror." Hence the name
•Tain. In company with the Buddhists, the Jains reject the Vedas of
Bwhmiiiism. It is their belief that by unremitting discipline holy
men can be perfected, as was their founder, into Jiaas or spiritual conquerors.
Time, for them, proceeds from two eternally recurring cycles of immeasur-
able duration—an "ascending" and a "descending" cycle, each being;
broken up into sis stages of bad-bad, bad, bad-good, good-bad, good",
good-good. At present (or at least until quite recently), we are in the lad
stage, although even in this stage twenty-four Jinas have been deified The
world is formed of eternal atoms, and includes various hells and heavens.
The principal ethical maxims are : 1. Do not kill or injure. 2. Do not
tell lies. 3. Steal not. 4. Be chaste and temperate. 5. Desire
nothing immoderately. The Buddhists, as keen missionaries, prize *• three
jewels"—the Buddha, the Law, and the Order: the Jains, more contem-
plative and inert, seek likewise three jewels—right faith, right cogni-
tion, right conduct. The Jain layman participates in the spiritual
benefits emanating from the monastic order: the Buddhist layman is
not in communion with the monastic body, and in fact may also attach
himself to other organisations without losing what the Buddhist order has
to ofier. It is not hard to see that here we have one of the causes
of the survival of Jainism and the disappearance of Buddhism in the
motherland of the two systems. When the Mohammedan conquest
busst over India, the Buddhist monasteries, already thinned out under Brah-
manic pressure, disappeared, and the monks once gone,lay-Buddhismremained
very much as in Alice in Wonderland the Cheshire cat's smile remained
after the departure of the Cheshire cat. An account of " caricatured
survivals of Buddhism in Bengal'' by tho learned Pandit Hara Prasad Shastri
will be found in the Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal for 1895.
It only remains to fa said on the score of Jainism in the abstract, that the
founder's practice of absolute nudity, which about 82 A. D.? led to a great
schism between the " white clothed1' and the '• shyad" or unclothed monks,
and is now honoured in the breach rather than the observance thereol The
two sects of Jains exist, but their differences chiefly concern the clothing or
absence of clothing on images, the number of heavens, etc.
the jain temple op rai buddree dass bahadoor.
No visit to Calcutta is considered complete without
seeing the Jain Temple at Manicktola, founded in 1867 by
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